the art of
venue negotiation
how to get the best deal from
your next event venue
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executive summary
by Julius Solaris

"Hi Julius, I am looking for a cheap venue in California. Does
not have to be by the beach. Can you help me?"
This message sums up the need for writing a report about venue
negotiation. According to our research over 65% of event professionals
rely on word of mouth to source their venue. While this may seem like the
right approach, in 2017 we can do better than that.
The world of venues as we know it is changing rapidly. Political, economical
and technological turmoil are profoundly affecting the way we choose
where to host our events and creating unprecedented opportunities.
For the first time in decades event professionals are in command of the
venue negotiation and selection process.
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executive summary
(cont.)
Why Do Event Planners Have a Dominant Position in the
Venue Negotiation Process?
¡¡ The sharing economy is giving power back to the user. Against the
establishments, against lobbies, against price setting, the user is finally
winning. By having direct access to venues, event professionals can cut
out the middleman. They also have the chance to explore the unknown,
the unique, the unconventional.
¡¡ A generational shift (mostly driven by technology and online
interaction) is forcing large hotel chains to create new brands with a
completely overhauled meeting and event offering.
¡¡ Venue selection technology has substantially evolved. More
sophisticated tools are available for event professionals looking for
the best deal. Virtual reality, eRFP, online reviews - the amount of
information available to make the best possible venue decision is
unprecedented.
¡¡ The volatility of the current political climate is affecting destination
and venue selection. Venues that could previously rely on the
compelling leverage of their destination are suddenly under the fire of
uncertain geopolitical environments.
How does that translate for event professionals? The rules of the game
have changed and will change even more in the foreseeable future.
For years the experience of the event had to suffer from the limitations
imposed by large venue conglomerates imposing their rules. Well, it seems
that the party is over. Event professionals finally hold a position of power in
a negotiation they lost too many times in the past.
It's time to leave compromises behind. It's time to get the venue we
want, at a price we can afford, on conditions we feel comfortable with.
Moving hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, hundred of thousands
of attendees cannot be taken for granted by venues anymore. You are
entitled to get the best possible deal.
Let us help you to make the most out of the strategy, opportunities and
tools available out there.
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structure
The purpose of this report is to look at research, strategy, tactics and tools
successful event professionals use to secure the best deals with venues.
Luck is not a factor.
We researched how experienced event professionals select venues and
get the best deals.

Through this report you can access best practices to:
¡¡ Identify the criteria for selecting a meaningful venue for your attendees
¡¡ Leverage on a selection strategy that will safeguard the success of your
event
¡¡ Take advantage of tactics to save money and hidden concessions you
did not know existed
¡¡ Use technology strategically to find the perfect venue and get the best
deal
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